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Quantization of the 3 Ã3 nonadiabatic coupling matrix for three coupled
states of the C 2H molecule
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The threeab initio nonadiabatic coupling terms related to the three strongly coupled states of the
C2H molecule, i.e., 22A8, 3 2A8, and 42A8, were studied applying the line integral technique@M.
Baer, Chem. Phys. Lett.35, 112~1975!#. The following was verified:~1! Due to the close proximity
of the conical intersections between these three states, two-statequantizationcannot always be
satisfied between two successive states.~2! It is shown that in those cases where the two-state
quantization fails a three-statequantizationis satisfied. This three-state quantization is achieved by
applying the 333 nonadiabatic coupling matrix that contains the three relevant nonadiabatic
coupling terms. The quantization is shown to be satisfied along four different contours~in positions
and sizes! surrounding the relevant conical intersections. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nonadiabatic coupling terms follow from the Born
Oppenheimer treatment1,2 and are responsible for producin
the coupling between the adiabatic states. Nonadiabatic
pling terms are known to have unique features, seldom s
for other coupling terms, e.g., for the~diabatic! potential
coupling terms. They are frequently unusually large a
spiky, ofteninfinitely large, features that are altogether ve
unfriendly for numerical applications. Although, by n
means small, their effect was hardly considered when co
sions were treated or when simulations of spectroscopic m
surements were performed.

One of the main obstacles in applying the nonadiab
coupling terms was the lack of methods to calculate the
This obstacle has been removed due to theMOLPRO package3

which became recently available and which yieldsab initio
electronic wave functions and the relevant nonadiabatic c
pling terms. Having these available with respect to the co
dinates of each of the nuclei one employs chain rules
derive them for any required set of internal coordinates
lated to the nuclear system.4,5

For a while it was believed that the dynamics of t
nuclei can be established employing the relevant geome

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
mmbaer@netvision.net.il
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phase,6–8 which is introduced in an ad hoc way~following
the Jahn-Teller model9–12!. One of the more known applica
tions of the geometrical phase for this purpose is the qu
tum mechanical treatment of the H1H2→H21H reaction
~and their isotopic analogs! by Kuppermann and
co-workers.13,14 However, the recent new studies by th
group15,16 are now based on the nonadiabatic coupling ter
as are numerous other studies.17–28

Judging from the literature it seems that not enough
tention is given to the fact that on many occasions the
sumed two coupled states may not suffice for an adeq
description of the process under consideration. It could v
well be that in some cases three states or even a larger n
ber of states are required. In this respect we would like
call attention to a recent model-study in which the two-st
results29~a!,29~b! were affected significantly by athird state,
coupled via a conical intersection, even for energies m
below the opening of the second adiabatic surface~not to
mention the third one!.29~c!,29~d! For such cases, i.e., where th
two-state system is perturbed by a third state, the pre
study is of major importance.

The quantizationof the two-state nonadiabatic couplin
term30–33has been verified in numerous numerical studies
carried out on various systems.4,5,34–39 For a while it was
believed to be valid only along~closed! contours which are
very close to the point of the intersection34,35,38 ~in what
follows we refer to this point as the conical intersection
il:
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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employing the acronym CI!. Thus the quantization was d
rectly associated with the linearity assumptions of the pot
tials ~i.e., the Jahn-Teller model!. However recent studie
indicate that the two-state quantization is a much more g
eral feature. For instance studies by Mebelet al.5,36 showed,
explicitly, that as long as the two-state interaction is not p
turbed by interactions due to other states the quantiza
holds to distances as far as several Å, indicating that it m
hold for any desired distance.

At this stage we make the following comment: Usua
the quantizationconcept is related to phases and it is me
that their values along a closed contour is a multiple ofp ~or
zero!. As such it is limited to two-state systems. In our rece
studies we treat multistate systems and as a result the q
tization concept had to be extended. Consequently we r
to quantization of matrices—to be specific these are
nonadiabatic coupling matricest—along closed contours a
will be explained next.

The quantization is expressed in terms of a matrix—
topologicalmatrix D—defined as31–33,40

D5` expS R
r
ds•t~s! D ~1!

wheres is a ~vectorial! variable along the contourG, ds is an
infinitesimal vectorial length alongG, the dot stands for a
scalar product, the symbol̀ is introduced to indicate that th
exponentiated integral has to be carried out in a given o
~more details about its meaning can be found in Ref. 41!. It
is claimed that ifN states~which create anN3N t-matrix!
form a ~complete! sub-Hilbert-space in this region, then th
D-matrix is guaranteed to be diagonal with~11!s and~21!s
in its diagonal. In what follows the number of~21!s is la-
beled asK, and is defined as the topological number. It w
shown thatK stands also for the number of eigenfunctio
that flip sign while the electronic manifold is tracing th
particular closed contour. This makes the numberK, contour-
dependent, i.e.,K5K(G). It was shown thatK has to be an
even number.32~a! The D-matrix is not only characterized b
K but also by the positions of the~21!s along the diagonal
It was shown that the position of a~21! corresponds to a
particular eigenfunction that flips its sign33 ~this subject will
be clarified while discussing, in more detail, the three-st
case!.

We also treat the three-state topological features by
culating three relevant Euler-type angles along the clo
contour. The Euler angles get into the theory by recalling t
any three-dimensional orthogonal matrix can be presente
terms of three angles. Some time ago we derived the th
~coupled! first-order differential equations for these angles42

These equations were recently solved for a model syste43

but in the present article they are solved, for the first time,
a realistic molecular system. It will be shown that each
these angles when calculated along a closed contour wi
either zero or a multiple ofp.

The above discussed generalquantizationcondition re-
duces to a Bohr–Sommerfeld-type quantization rule~as ap-
plied for the angular momentum! in case of a two-state sys
tem, namely,30,31
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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t12~s!•ds ~2!

where t12 is the relevant two-state nonadiabatic coupli
term anda, defined as the topological angle, is a multiple
p, i.e., a5np with n being an integer.

The present article is devoted to the three-state quan
tion. This subject was briefly presented elsewhere40 but here
it is examined in more detail and extended to additio
cases.

II. THE TREATMENT OF A THREE-STATE SYSTEM

The 333 t-matrix contains three~vectorial! terms,
namely,t12, t13, and t23, where the indices~ij ! stand for
the i th and thej th states. In the present study we expect
have conical intersections between the first and the sec
states and then also between the second and the
states.32~a! Since no conical intersections are expected
tween nonsuccessive states32~a! we do not have a conical in
tersection between the first and the third states. Still this d
not imply that t13 is identically zero; it just means that i
general the~1,3! interaction is much weaker than the oth
two ~as will also be shown later!.

Since K—the topological number—has to be an ev
number~or zero! it can attain in the three-state case the v
ues:K50, 2 but neverK51 or K53. In other words the
D-matrix can either have two~21!s and one~11! in its
diagonal or it can be the unit matrix@i.e., having three~11!s
in its diagonal#. In the case ofK52 we distinguish between
the following situations:~a! The two~21!s are located at the
first two positions along the diagonal—this implies that t
first two eigenfunctions~those belonging to the lowest sta
and to the second lowest state! flip sign while the third func-
tion ~belonging to the highest state! is left unchanged.~b!
The two~21!s are located at the first and the third positio
along the diagonal—this implies that the first and the th
functions flip their sign but the second is left unchanged.~c!
The two ~21!s are located at the second and the third po
tions along the diagonal—this implies that the second a
the third functions flip their sign but the first is left un
changed.

To calculate theD-matrix the following general recipe is
suggested: The~closed! contourG is divided intoN ~small
enough! segments with$s0 ,s1 ,...,sN% as division points
wheresN[s0 . Having these segments theD-matrix is pre-
sented as31,40,41

D~s5sN!5)
k51

N

expS 2E
sk21

sk
t~s!•dsD . ~3!

Following the procedure described in Ref. 40 one p
sentsD(sN) as

D~sN!5)
k51

N

Gk
†E~ s̃k!Gk , ~4!

whereGk is a unitary matrix that diagonalizest( s̃k) at the
midpoint of thekth segment,s̃k5(sk1sk21)/2 andE( s̃k) is
a diagonal matrix with elements,
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Em~ s̃k!5expS 2E
sk

sk11
tm~s!•dsD

5exp~2tm~ s̃k!Ds!. ~5!

Here tm( s̃k); m51, 2,...,M are the eigenvalues of the tan
gential components oft( s̃k) and Ds is the grid size. The
order of the products in Eq.~4! is such that thek50 term is
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the first term from the right-hand side in the product,k51 is
the second term from the right-hand side, etc.

Now returning to our three-state case we recall thatt(s)
is a 333 antisymmetric matrix. It can be shown30,31 that one
of its eigenvalues is always zero and the others are
imaginary conjugate functions, namely,6 iÃ(s), where
Ã(s)5At12

2 1t23
2 1t13

2 . To perform the product in Eq.~4!
we need theG-matrices and, for our case, they can be o
tained analytically. Thus,
G5
1

Ãl& S i t13Ã2t23t12 2 i t13Ã2t23t12 t23l&

i t23Ã1t13t12 2 i t23Ã1t13t12 2t13l&

l2 l2 t12l&
D , ~6!
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2 1t13

2 .

III. THE STUDY OF THREE COUPLED STATES
IN THE C2H MOLECULE

To carry out the study of three strongly coupled sta
we consider a molecular system in which the conical int
sections due to two pairs of states, which form the s
Hilbert space of three~successive! states, namely, the conica
intersections between states 1 and 2 and the conical inte
tions between states 2 and 3 are located close enough to
other. In order for this sub-Hilbert space to be isolated
interactions due to the just mentioned conical intersecti
are not to be perturbed by interactions of nearby states,
the state lying below state 1 or above the state 3.

The numerical study is done for the C2H molecule and
centers on the following three consecutive states, nam
2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 42A8 states.40 Here, the lower conica
intersections, between the 22A8 and the 32A8 states@to be
labeled as the~2,3! CI#, are located on theC2v line @see Fig.
1~a!# and two ~upper! conical intersections, between th
3 2A8 and the 42A8 states@the~3,4! CIs#, are located on both
sides of theC2v line @see Fig. 1~b!#. As required, other coni-
cal intersections, i.e., the ones between 12A8 and the 22A8
states and the ones between the 42A8 and the 52A8 states
are located far enough from the ones of our interest so
the three states, namely, 22A8, 3 2A8, and 42A8 form, in the
respective region around them, an isolated sub-Hilbert sp

FIG. 1. The geometrical positions~with respect to the CC axis! of the CIs
studied in this article. The planes on which the CIs are located are forme
freezing the CC distances.Xi j designates the CI formed by thei th and the
j th states. All distances are in Å:~a! The ~2,3! CI; ~b! The two ~3,4! CIs.
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The calculations of the nonadiabatic coupling term
were carried out at the state-average CASSCF level44 with
the 6-311G** basis set.45 We used the active space includ
ing all nine valence electrons distributed on nine orbit
~full valence active space!. Depending on the targeted ele
tronic states, up to five states were computed by the st
average CASSCF with equal weights. The nonadiabatic c
pling terms to be applied for calculating the topologic
D-matrix were derived, as already mentioned, employ
chain rules, from derivative couplings that are produced
MOLPRO.3

In what follows the study is divided into two parts. In th
first part we show to what extent the two-state quantizat
holds for the two pairs of states namely, the (22A8,32A8)
states and the (32A8,42A8) states and under what condition
it breaks down. In the second part we show, for those ca
the two-state quantization fails, how it is restored by cons
ering three states. The study is carried out where along v
ous circular contours positioned at different places in c
figuration space~see Fig. 2!.

A. The study of the „2,3… and the „3,4… conical
intersections within the two-state framework

As mentioned earlier the numerical studies are done
circular contours. As a result the two-dimensional vector
variables @see Eqs.~1!–~5!# is expressed in terms of pola
coordinates (q,w) in which the radiusq is held constant and
the only coordinate that varies is the anglew. In different
cases we employ different centers—some of them are cho
to be at the position of CIs and some at positions in-betw
the CIs. The corresponding nonadiabatic coupling terms
t j j 11w and t j j 11q ; j 52,3, respectively, but since we ar
interested only in the component oft j j 11 along the circular
arcs, namely,t j j 11w , the radial nonadiabatic coupling term
t j j 11q will not be considered anymore. To study the tw
state case we introduce the adiabatic-to-diabatic transfor
tion angle,g j j 11(wuq), defined as

g j j 11~wuq!5E
0

w

t j j 11~wuq!dw, ~7!
by
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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whereq serves as a parameter to label the particular ci
and i and j are the two states under consideration. As
noticed we deleted thew-subscript recalling that, from now
on, all t j j 11-matrix elements are in factt j j 11w-matrix ele-
ments. The corresponding topological phase~TP!, which is
also known as the Berry phase,a j j 11(q), is defined, in our
context as30,31

FIG. 2. The nine different circular contours along which the adiabatic
diabatic transformation angles and the adiabatic-to-diabatic transform
matrices are calculated:~a! The circles C1 , for q50.2 Å and C2 , for q
50.3 Å centered at the~2,3! CI. ~b! The circles C3 , for q50.2 Å centered
at the midpoint between the two~3,4! CIs; C4 , for q50.1 Å centered at the
~3,4! CI and C5 , for q50.2 Å centered at the~3,4! CI. ~c! The circles C6 ,
for q50.4 Å centered at the~2,3! CI; and C7 , for q50.25 Å centered on
theC2v line, in a distance of 0.1 Å below the~2,3! CI; ~d! The circles for C8
for q50.2 Å and C9 , for q50.25 Å centered at the midpoint between th
~2,3! CI and the~3,4! CI.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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a j j 11~q!5E
0

2p

t j j 11~wuq!dw, ~8!

or, comparing Eqs.~7! and ~8!, it is noticed thata j j 11(q)
5g j j 11(w52puq). As was discussed on several occasio
the two-state quantization holds along aq-circular contour
whena j j 11(q) is a multiple ofp, i.e.,a j j 11(q)5np ~Refs.
30–33! with n being an integer. This implies, as was prov
recently@analytically32~b!#, that inside the region surrounde
by such a circle thej th and thej 11th states form anisolated
two-state sub-Hilbert space.

1. The study of the (2,3) conical intersection

The study of this case was already described befor4,5

and we repeat it here, briefly, for the sake of completen
only.

The ~2,3! CI between the 22A8 and the 32A8 ~studied
for the CC distance,r CC51.25 Å! is located on theC2v axis
at a distance of 1.81 Å from the CC axis@see Fig. 1~a!#. To
calculate the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation angle
consider circular paths centered at the point of the CI~see
upper panels of Fig. 7 in Ref. 5! and calculated the angula
nonadiabatic coupling terms,t23(wuq), the adiabatic-to-
diabatic transformation angleg23(wuq) @see Eq.~7!#, and
finally the TPa23(q). The calculations were carried out fo
three different circular contours, i.e., C1 , C2 , and C6 @see
Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!# with the radii; q50.2, 0.3, and 0.4 Å,
respectively, all with their centers at the point of the~2,3! CI.
The results are presented in Fig. 7 of Ref. 5 and Tabl
~cases 1–3!.

Here we refer only to the topological phasesa23(q).
These are expected to be equal top. In fact what we find is
that forq50.2 and 0.3 Å,a is equal to 3.098 and 3.145 rad
respectively, which yield for the corresponding integern the
values: n50.996 and 1.001~see Table I, cases 1 and 2!.
These results not only confirm that the 22A8 and 32A8 states
form a conical intersection, but also that in the configurat
space enclosed by the larger circle the two electronic st
are only weakly coupled to other states. The situat

-
on
l

TABLE I. Summary ofn-values and cosaij values for the different contours.

No. Contour no. q ~Å!
Results

for CIs surrounded

n-values cosa-values

Expected Actual Expected Actua

1 C1 0.20 a23 ~2,3! ¯ 1 0.996 21.0 21.000
2 C2 0.30 a23 ~2,3! ¯ 1 1.001 21.0 21.000
3 C6 0.40 a23 ~2,3! 2~3,4! 1 0.620 21.0 20.318
4 C7 0.25 a23 ~2,3! 2~3,4! 1 0.702 21.0 20.590
5 C8 0.20 a23 ~2,3! ~3,4! 1 0.915 21.0 20.960
6 C9 0.25 a23 ~2,3! ~3,4! 1 0.921 21.0 20.970
7 C3 0.20 a34 ¯ 2~3,4! 0 0.0001 11.0 11.000
8 C4 0.10 a34 ¯ ~3,4! 1 1.005 21.0 21.000
9 C5 0.20 a34 ¯ ~3,4! 1 1.020 21.0 20.998

10 C6 0.40 a34 ~2,3! 2~3,4! 0 0.229 11.0 10.752
11 C7 0.25 a34 ~2,3! 2~3,4! 0 0.197 11.0 10.815
12 C8 0.20 a34 ~2,3! ~3,4! 1 0.850 21.0 20.891
13 C9 0.25 a34 ~2,3! ~3,4! 1 0.803 21.0 20.815
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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larger circle, i.e., forq50.4 Å; here we geta2351.98 rad or
n50.62~see Table I, case 3!. Thus, in case of a configuratio
space surrounded by this circle the two-state quantiza
breaks down or in other words the two-state system is
isolated any more.

The breakdown of the quantization seems to indicate
along certain segments of theq50.4 Å circle, the ~2,3!
nonadiabatic coupling terms are affected by the presenc
CIs due to neighbor states—in this case these are the
nearby~3,4! CIs.4,40 In order to make sure that this particul
case is not an exception but reflects a general situation
repeated these calculations for three additional contours
surround, both, the~2,3! CI and one or two of the~3,4! CIs.
Such is the contour C7 which surrounds again all three C
but has its center removed~by 0.1 Å! from the ~2,3! CI
location @see Fig. 2~c!#. In this case the relevantn-value be-
comes 0.702 instead of 1~see Table I case 4!. The two other
contours, i.e., C8 and C9 surround only one of the~3,4! CI
@see Fig. 2~d!# and also in this case the~2,3! results are
affected although to a lesser degree. As before the expe
value forn is n51 but we getn50.915 and 0.920, respec
tively ~see Table I, cases 5,6!.

To summarize this subject we say that whenever the c
figuration space~to be considered! contains one or two of the
~3,4! CIs the two-state quantization rule breaks down.

2. The study of the (3,4) conical intersections

The two~3,4! CIs between the 32A8 and the 42A8 were
studied in detail in Ref. 5 and here, for the sake of comple
ness, we refer only to the relevant topological phasesa34(q).
These are expected to be equal to zero when the circle
rounds the two CIs@but not the~2,3! CI# and to p when
surrounding only one of them.5,37 Indeed we find that in the
first case a34(q) is ;0.0 and in the seconda34(q)
;3.154 rad. ‘‘Translating’’ these numbers into ‘‘integers
i.e., n-values, we getn51024 and 1.005, respectively~see
Table I, cases 7 and 9!.

So far we considered cases where a contour surrou
only one or two~3,4! CIs ~but none of the other CIs! and,
indeed, in these cases the two-state quantization rule h
~this includes also the 8th case as obtained for C4!. This
situation changes significantly once we consider conto
that also surround the single~2,3! CI. Like in the previous
~2,3! case, we trace the contours C6 and C7 which surround
the two ~3,4! CIs and the~2,3! CI @see Fig. 2~c!# and the
contours C8 and C9 which surround one~3,4! CI and again
the ~2,3! CI @see Fig. 2~d!#. The expected results forn(q) for
the first two cases isn(q);0 @because the contours surroun
two ~3,4! CIs# but we find them to be 0.229 and 0.197~see
Table I, cases 10 and 11! and the expected results forn(q)
for the third and the fourth cases isn(q);1 ~because these
contours surround only one 3,4 CI! but we find them to be
0.850 and 0.803~see Table I, cases 12 and 13!.

Thus, like in the previous subsection if the consider
configuration space contains in addition to the~3,4! CIs ~ei-
ther one of them or both! also the~2,3! CI the ~3,4! two-state
quantization rule is severely damaged.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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B. The study of the „2,3… and the „3,4… conical
intersections within the three-state framework

Since in all cases where the circular contour surrou
CIs of different states the two-state quantization breaks do
the question arises whether the quantization can be rest
by considering sub-Hilbert spaces of higher dimension.
the present section we consider a subspace which con
the three previously mentioned states.40

For this purpose we apply the procedure presented
Eqs. ~3!–~6! but expressed in terms of circular contour
Also, in order to get more insight we present intermedi
results along the chosen contours. For this purpose we in
duce the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matr
A(wuq), where like beforew andq are polar coordinates. To
calculateA(wuq) for a fixed q-value and at a pointw5wn

wherewn is thenth grid point and 0<n<N, we employ the
expression,

A~w5wnuq!5)
k51

n

expS 2E
wk21

wk
t~w8uq!dw8D . ~9!

The prescription how to calculateA(wnuq) is similar to the
one given in Eqs.~4!–~6! and will not be repeated here.

As a final comment regarding the numerical proced
we mention that the usual grid size is 1° which implies th
the ~numerical! integration, to obtain the D-matrix, is base
on 360 grid points for each closed contour. Still, along s
sitive intervals the number of grid points was multiplie
sometimes more than once, until convergence was achie

In Figs. 6 and 7 are presented results as obtained for
such contours, namely, C7 and C9. In each of the three sub
figures is presented one of the three nonadiabatic terms,
t23(wuq), t24(wuq) and t34(wuq) which make up the non-
adiabatic coupling matrixt(wuq) and in the fourth subfigure
the threediagonal terms of theA(wuq)-matrix. The integra-
tion along the contour is started with an A-matrix which
the unit matrix, i.e., a diagonal matrix with~11!s in the
diagonal. We expect to find at the end of the circular conto
at n5N, that A(wNuq) is diagonal and its elements are on
~11! and two ~21!s. The position of the~11! along the
diagonal depends on the chosen contour.

As for the nonadiabatic coupling terms they were d
cussed already earlier except fort24(wuq) which is here pre-
sented for the first time. We shall not elaborate on its sh
but just comment that in general its absolute largest val
are much smaller~usually by more than an order of magn
tude! than the corresponding values oft23(wuq) and
t34(wuq). This is to be expected because, in contrast to
~2,3! and the ~3,4! nonadiabatic coupling terms, the one
formed between the 22A8 and the 42A8 states do not origi-
nate from a CI@see detailed discussion in Ref. 32~a!#.

In Figs. 3~d! and 4~d! are presented the three diagon
elements of the corresponding adiabatic-to-diabatic trans
mation matricesA(wuq) as calculated along C9 and C7 ~note
the change of order!. The lower diagonal term,A11(wuq),
behaves, in both cases very similar, namely, vary
smoothly while decreasing monotonically from~11! to
~21!. The second diagonal term in each case,A22(wuq), fol-
lows A11(wuq), until the contour enters the region of th
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. The three nonadiabatic cou
pling terms t12 @[t23w(wuq)#, t23

@[t34w(wuq)#, and t13@[t24w(wuq)#
and the adiabatic-to-diabatic
transformation-matrix diagonal ele
ments Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3, as calcu-
lated for C7 (q50.25 Å) which sur-
rounds all three CIs.
po
in

ase,

v-

s

~3,4! CIs. In the first case it encounters one~3,4! CIs and in
the second case both of them. This difference has an im
tant effect on the shape of this curve. We start by analyz
the first case@with one ~3,4! CI#. Here, once being in the
range of the~3,4! nonadiabatic coupling term, theA22(wuq)
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
r-
g

function stops its monotonic decrease and starts to incre
monotonically, to end up with the value~11! when w
reaches the value of 2p. In the second case a similar beha
ior is encountered until theA22(wuq) function reaches the
region of the second~3,4! nonadiabatic coupling term. Thi
-

-

FIG. 4. The three nonadiabatic cou
pling terms t12@[t23w(wuq)#, t23

@[t34w(wuq)#, and t13@[t24w(wuq)#
and the adiabatic-to-diabatic
transformation-matrix diagonal ele
ments Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3, as calcu-
lated for C9 (q50.25 Å) which sur-
rounds the~2,3! CI and one~3,4! CI.
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nonadiabatic coupling term pushes the curve down agai
that finally the A22(wuq) terms become~21!, instead of
~11!. A similar difference in the behavior is encountered f
the A33(wuq) term. In each case theA33(wuq)-function pro-
ceeds smoothly, almost horizontally, as long as it is out of
range of the~3,4! nonadiabatic coupling terms. Once it ente
the region of the first nonadiabatic coupling term, the fun
tion starts to decrease monotonically. It will continue to
so and becomes~21! in case of a single~3,4! CI @see Fig.
6~d!#. However in the case of two~3,4! CI, when the contour
reaches the region of the second CI, theA33(wuq) function is
pushed back, starts to increase monotonically, and end
with the value of~11! @see Fig. 4~d!#.

Thew-dependence of theAj j (wuq)-terms j 51,2,3, is in-
teresting but their values atw52p, namely, the diagona
elements of theD(q)-matrix, is our main concern. In Tabl
II are presented the three diagonal elements of the D-ma
as calculated along the four closed contours,Cj ; j 56,7,8,9
and it is noticed that the absolute values of all of them are
the range@0.988, 1.000#. These consistent outcomes indica
that indeed a three-state quantization is achieved along
four considered circular contours. In this table we a
present the cosa-values~taken over from Table I! as calcu-
lated for the two-state systems along the same contours
recall that these numbers are expected to be 1.0, in abs
value if the respective two-state quantization holds. As
noticed this is not the case.

To summarize this part we may conclude that the qu
tization condition is achieved for the three-state sub-Hilb
space whereas it fails for the two-state sub-Hilbert space46

The positions of the~21!s in the diagonal of the
D-matrix indicate which of the electronic eigenfunction flip
sign upon tracing the chosen closed contour.33~a! The results
of the present study show that for the first two cases
eigenfunctions of the two lower states, i.e., 22A8 and 32A8,
flip sign ~and the sign of the third function, i.e., 42A8, re-
mains the same!, whereas in the two other cases the eige
functions that flip sign are the ones belonging to the 22A8
and 42A8 states, namely, the lowest and the highest sta
respectively.

To analyze these cases we employ, as we did on o
occasions, ‘‘contour algebra’’33,40 and we start with the firs
two cases. From Fig. 5~a! it is noticed thatG23 is a contour
that surrounds the~2, 3! CI, G34 is the contour that surround
the two ~3, 4! CIs andG24 is a contour that surrounds a
three CIs. According to ‘‘contour algebra’’ we have the equ
tion,

G245G231G34, ~10!

TABLE II. The three-state D-matrix diagonal elements and the two-s
cosine values as calculated along four different closed contours.

Contour D11 D22 D33 cosa23 cosa34

C6 20.990 20.988 10.997 20.318 10.752
C7 20.999 21.000 10.999 20.590 10.815
C8 21.000 11.000 21.000 20.960 20.891
C9 21.000 11.000 21.000 20.970 20.815
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which is interpreted as follows: The number of events tha
take place alongG24 is thesumof the events that take place
along each individual contour. Thus if the system tracesG23

the two lower eigenfunctions flip sign; if the system traces
G34 no function flips its sign because two such CIs annihilat
each other5,37,47,48and if the system tracesG24 then, accord-
ing to Eq.~10!, again, only the two lowest eigenfunctions flip
their sign. So this is the explanation for having the two~21!s
in the positions 1 and 2 along the diagonal of the D-matrix

Next we analyze the second case: From Fig. 5~b! it is
noticed thatG23, like before, surrounds the~2, 3! CI, butG348
is the contour that surrounds only one~3, 4! CI and therefore
G248 , the contour that surrounds the two CIs, fulfills the equa
tion,

G248 5G231G348 . ~108!

As before, the number of events that take place alongG248 is
the sum of the events that take place along each individu
contour. Thus if the system tracesG23 the two lower eigen-
functions flip sign~as in the previous case!; if the system
tracesG348 the two upper eigenfunctions flip sign and if the
system tracesG248 then, from Eq.~108! it follows, that the
lowest and the highest eigenfunctions flip sign once but th
in-between eigenfunction~the one belonging to 32A8! flips
its sign twice which implies that this eigenfunction does no
flip sign when followingG248 . So this is the explanation for
having the two~21!s in the positions 1 and 3 along the
diagonal of the D-matrix. This case was recently treated b
us analytically.33,49

IV. THE CALCULATION OF THE EULER-TYPE
ANGLES FOR THE THREE COUPLED STATES

The adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix,A, is a
333 orthogonal matrix and as such can be expressed
terms of three Euler-type angles, namely,g12, g13, and
g23.42,43,50,51This case was recently studied by us in detail43

and here we briefly repeat the main points.
The matrixA is presented as a product of three rotation

matrices of the form:

Q13~g13!5S cosg13 0 sing13

0 1 0

2sing13 0 cosg13

D ~11!

FIG. 5. Contour algebra:~a! Three schematic contours:G23 surrounds the
~2,3! CI, G34 surrounds the two~3,4! CIs, andG24 surrounds all three CIs.
~b! Three schematic contours:G23 surrounds the~2,3! CI. G348 surrounds one
~3,4! CI andG248 surrounds the two CIs@the ~2,3! CI and one~3,4! CI#.

e
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@the other two, namely,Q12(g12) and, Q23(g23), are of a
similar structure with the respective cosine and sine fu
tions in the appropriate positions# so thatA becomes

A5Q12Q23Q13. ~12!

Following the multiplication,A takes the more explicit form

A5S c12c132s12s23s13 s12s23 c12s131c12s23c13

2s12c132c12s23s13 c12c23 2s12s131c12s23c13

2c23s13 2s23 c23c13

D ,

~13!

whereci j 5cos(gij) andsi j 5sin(gij). To obtain the angles we
remind the reader that theA-matrix has to fulfill the follow-
ing first order differential equation:33,51

¹t1tA50, ~14!

which when applied for theA-matrix given in Eq.~13! can
be shown to yield the following three coupled first ord
differential equations for the three angles:42,43,50

¹g1252t122tang23~2t13cosg121t23sing12!,

¹g2352~t23cosg121t13sing12!, ~15!

¹g1352~cosg23!
21~2t13cosg121t23sing12!.

It is important to emphasize that changing the order
the matrices in the product in Eq.~12! leads to a different se
of equations and therefore also to differentg i j -angles but this
change does not affect the final matrix A which is expec
to be independent of the order of the multiplication.

Equations~15! are integrated as a function ofw ~where
0<w<2p!, employing the threeab initio nonadiabatic cou-
pling terms mentioned earlier, i.e.,t23(wuq), t24(wuq), and
t34(wuq) which make up the 333 nonadiabatic coupling
matrix. @To identify thet i j terms appearing in Eq.~15! with
the ones applied here it is noticed thati→ i 11 and j→ j
11.# There are six different ways to present the products
Eq. ~12! but we show results due to two such products.
Fig. 6 are presentedg i j (wuq) as calculated for the produc
~13!~23!~12! and in Fig. 7 for the product~13!~12!~23!. In
each figure are shown four subfigures: Each subfigure re
to the following contours~see Fig. 2!: Figures 6~a! and 7~a!
refer to contour C6 , Figs. 6~b! and 7~b! refer to contour C7 ,
Figs. 6~c! and 7~c! refer to contour C8 , and Figs. 6~d! and
7~d! refer to C9 . In each subfigure are presented thr
curves, one curve for each angle.

Comparing the curves in the various subfigures it is s
that g-functions in~a! and ~b! show a similarw-dependence
and the same applies to theg-functions in~c! and ~d!. The
reason is that the calculations for~c! and ~d! were for con-
tours surrounding the~2, 3! CI and only one~3, 4! CI ~i.e.,
C9 and C8!, whereas the calculations~a! and ~b! were for
contours surrounding the~2, 3! CI and the two~3, 4! CIs
~i.e., C6 and C7!. Another interesting and most importa
result is that theg i j (w)-angles, in all 24 cases, shown in th
two figures become at the end of the contour, i.e., aw
52p, either zero, orp or 2p. This guarantees that the re
evantD-matrix which is obtained fromA(w) by substituting
w52p will be a diagonal matrix with numbers of norm 1 i
the diagonal@see Eq.~13!#. A closer look at the finalg i j (w
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52p)-angles in each subfigure shows that each correspo
ing D-matrix @[A(w52p) in Eq. ~13!# possesses 2~21!s
and one~11! in the diagonal. In this sense the approa
based on the Euler-angles and the direct calculation of
A-matrix in Sec. III B yield the same topological results.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this article was to present num
cal evidence, based onab initio wave functions, which jus-
tifies the idea of a three-statequantizationin situations where
two-state quantizations cannot be satisfied. The succes
the theory is measured according to the type of numb
obtained for the diagonal elements of the topologi
D-matrix. These numbers are expected, in their absolute
ues, to be equal to 1. Scanning through the 12 numbers
sented in Table II, which form the diagonals of four differe
D-matrices, calculated along four different contours, sho
that indeed this expectation is fulfilled. The significance
this achievement is enhanced by the fact that the same
merical procedure that was applied for the relevant two-s
systems failed severely as can be seen from numerical
ues, presented in the same table, in the last two column

At this stage we would like to refer again to a clai
pursued on various occasions that the two-state quantiza
can be justified only very close to the point of the C

FIG. 6. The three Euler angles (g23 ,g34 ,g24) as a functionw, calculated for
the product~13,23,12! @see Eq.~12!#: ~a! Calculations along C6 ; ~b! Calcu-
lations along C7 ; ~c! Calculations along C8 ; ~d! Calculations along C9 ;—
g23 , –––g34 , --- g24 .
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namely, in the region where perturbation theory holds.
have shown in several publications that this statement is m
leading because there are situations where the two-s
quantization holds for regions surrounded by circular c
tours with radii as large as several Å’s and therefore regi
substantially larger than the linear-perturbation region. Ho
ever it could happen that indeed the two-state quantiza
fails after a fraction of an Å. But this failure is not connect
with the failure or success of perturbation theory. Accord
to the theory that led to the quantization of the nonadiab
coupling matrix and which is supported here by an extens
numerical treatment, this failure is associated with the ina
ity of the two states under consideration to form a su
Hilbert space in the region of interest. If this is not possib
one is forced to consider three states and probe to wha
tent these three states are able to form, in this region, a
Hilbert space, and so on.
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